Hi everyone,

Hope you are doing well - and getting back into the swing of doing your school work. Please let me know if there are any gaps or problems with work being set but it should be there for you each day on class charts and google classroom. It is great to see many of you working really well independently. If you haven't done much so far for whatever reason then it's never too late. Just get started and crack on!

Change happens all the time - it is our reaction to it that is important....

Life is uncertain. Things change - which can seem both good and bad. Many people will think the current changes to our lives are all bad. There are clearly some negatives around at the moment. However, think about this please - we have very little control over much of what happens around us. To worry about this and become too involved with things that we can't control is not helpful. It is better to accept what happens and think about what you can control. This is your reaction to events. It can be hard and you can become really emotional to events around you. However, you can also choose to react positively. How can you react positively to current events?

1. Keep going with your work
2. Let me or Ms Faunch know any problems
3. Stay safe - remember think about this when online
4. Please have a look at Mrs Cartledge’s presentations where she gives some really interesting information and thoughts about change.

Thanks everyone,

Mr Booth